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ABSTRACT

Geological and geophysical data were used to interpret 
the structural framework and subsurface stratigraphy at the 
boundary between the San Juan Mountains and the San Luis 

basin at 37 degrees latitude, south-central Colorado. The 
results were used to gain a better understanding of the 
tectonic events that have affected the area. The study area 
comprises 46 square miles southeast of Del Norte. Approxima
tely five miles of seismic reflection data and gravity data 
were acquired by the Colorado School of Mines 1986 summer 
geophysics field camp. Geological information was obtained 

from surface geologic mapping and four well logs.
An integrated interpretation of all available data 

reveals the study area is in a broad fault zone at the 
western margin of the Monte Vista graben in the San Luis 
basin. Two sets of faults are observed. A set of northwest- 
trending high-angle normal faults, with displacements 
ranging between 20 and 200 feet, extend from the surface to 

an estimated 3,500 feet depth. A second set of normal faults 
extends from approximately 3,500 feet into the Precambrian 
basement (at an average depth of 10,500 feet). Displacements 
increase with depth, indicating recurrent movement along the 
second set of faults.
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A sequence of Eocene red beds overlies the Precambrian 
basement and is in turn overlain by Tertiary volcanic rocks 
and syn-rift sediments. The Eocene strata thicken to the 
east across the deeper normal faults, suggesting growth 
faulting during the Eocene. No Paleozoic or Mesozoic rocks 
are observed or interpreted in the study area.

The overall structural setting and stratigraphy of the 
study area reflects at least three periods of deformation: 
1) a period of graben formation during the Eocene in re
sponse to a late pulse of the Laramide orogeny, 2) reacti
vation of Laramide faults during the Oligocene in response 
to an early phase of rifting (Rio Grande rift) and, 3) a 
period of continuing extensional deformation during the 
Neogene.
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INTRODUCTION

From 1982 to 1986 the Colorado School of Mines 
Geophysics Department conducted their summer field camp in 

the eastern San Juan Mountains, near South Fork, south- 
central Colorado (Fig. 1). The main objective of this field 
camp is to familiarize students with geophysical data acqui
sition and applications. Traditionally, the data acquired 
have been used by graduate students in thesis research 
projects. The main focus of these studies has been to re
solve the subsurface geology of areas within the San Juan 
Mountains and the San Luis basin by means of an integrated 
analysis of geophysical data.

An area southeast of Del Norte, 25 miles east of 
South Fork, was selected for geophysical data acquisition 
during the summer of 1986 (Fig. 1). This area was chosen in 
an effort to cover the boundary between three distinct 

geologic provinces (San Luis basin, San Juan volcanic field, 
and San Juan sag). To the east lies the San Luis basin which 
is a narrow, north-trending, intermountain basin encom
passing approximately 4,500 square miles. Presently this 
basin is considered to be one of a series of en-echelon 
grabens within the Rio Grande rift. Nevertheless, the area 
has been tectonically active periodically since the
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Figure 1. Location map of the study area and* princi
pal geologic features of the region 
(modified from Gries, 1985a).
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Precambrian and there has been considerable interaction and 
overprinting of younger over older structural features. In 
general, the basin is a complex, fault-bounded trough that 
has the surface appearance of a half-graben bounded on the 

east by faults at the steep front of the Sangre de Cristo 
Range and on the west by east-tilted dip slopes of Oligocene 
volcanic rocks of the San Juan Mountains. West of the study 
area are the San Juan Mountains which comprise approximately 
9,765 square miles in southwestern Colorado. They constitute 
the largest erosional remnant of a once nearly continuous 
volcanic field that extended over much of the southern Rocky 
Mountains and adjacent areas in Oligocene and later time.
The area was tectonically stable when the field was emplaced 
therefore most of the structures were related to eruptions 
or movements of magmas at local centers (Steven, 1976). The 
third geologic province is the San Juan sag, which is a 
foreland basin that underwent re-structuring during the 
early stages of the Laramide orogeny. It contains a thick 
section of Paleozoic and/or Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, and 
is almost entirely covered by thousands of feet of Tertiary 

volcanic rocks of the San Juan Mountains. The presence of 
sedimentary rocks beneath the volcanic rocks was first sug
gested by oil seeps in various areas within the volcanic 
field. This basin represents a frontier area for petroleum
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exploration. Much research remains to be done in order to 
more fully understand its extent, stratigraphy, structural 
setting, and petroleum potential.

The primary purpose of this study is to ascertain the 
overall structural framework and subsurface stratigraphy of 
the study area. The results hopefully will enable better 
understanding of the tectonic events that have affected the 
general area. This objective was achieved through an inte
grated interpretation of geological and geophysical data. 
Geological data consisted of a surface geologic map of the 
study area and drill hole information from four wells lo
cated nearby. Geophysical data included a five-mile com- 
pressional-wave seismic line and gravity readings along the 
profile of the line.
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PREVIOUS WORK

Siebenthal (1910) reviewed the general geology and 
water resources of the San Luis basin. Upson (1939, 1941) 
discussed the surface geology of the basin in terms of five 
physiographic subdivisions and named and described the 
Eocene Vallejo Formation in the Culebra re-entrant of the 
San Luis basin (Fig. 1). Powell (1958) described the 
Cenozoic stratigraphy in the central part of the basin based 
on available well data. Baltz (1965) summarized the struc
tural setting and stratigraphy of the central and southern 
basin and discussed the potential for hydrocarbon occur
rences .

Stoughton (1977) conducted seismic reflection studies 
in the northern and central portions of the San Luis basin. 
He reported as much as 5,000 feet of Permo-Pennsylvanian 
sedimentary rocks in the northern portion of the basin.
Davis and Stoughton (1979) established the role of younger 
Cenozoic tectonic overprinting of older fault systems in the 

northern San Luis basin.
Gaca (1965), Gaca and Karig (1965), and Cordell (1978) 

conducted gravity studies within the San Luis basin. In 
general they agree that minimun and maximun closed gravity 
anomalies represent horst and graben features at the base-
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ment level.
Uitti (1980) interpreted seismic reflection data from 

the southern San Luis basin, in and near the San Luis Hills 
(Fig. 1). She reported 8,500 feet of Tertiary volcanic rocks 
and younger sediments overlying basement rocks deformed by 
normal faults. Bond (1981) conducted an integrated geophysi
cal study of the Shaw Warm Spring area on the west-central 
edge of the basin. He reported faults extending from the 
near surface into the basement rock with fault offsets 
increasing with depth. The top of the Precambrian basement 
was placed between 6,890 and 8,530 feet below the surface. 
Santiago (1983) used geological and geophysical data to 
interpret the subsurface geology of an area just north of 
this thesis study area. He interpreted the presence of 
Permo-Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks overlying the 
Precambrian basement. Burroughs (1981) reviewed the physiog
raphic setting and structural framework of the San Luis 
basin and their influence on the stratigraphie makeup of the 
rock sequence, and related them to the hydrogeothermal po
tential of the Alamosa-Monte Vista area.

Atwood and Mather (1932) performed extensive physiog
raphic studies of the San Juan Mountains. Cross and Larsen 
(1935) described and mapped the surface geology of the 
mountains. Lipman and Steven have written numerous articles
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on the San Juan volcanic field (Steven, Mehnert, and 
Obradovich, 1967; Lipman and Mehnert, 1975; Steven, 1976; 
Lipman and Mehnert, 1975; and Steven and Lipman, 1976). 
Plouff and Pakiser (1972) performed a regional gravity and 

magnetic study of the San Juan Mountains and postulated the 
presence of an extensive near-surface batholith underlying 
the volcanic rocks.

Kelly (1955) first postulated the presence of the San 
Juan sag. Gries (1985) revived the concept of the San Juan 
sag and discussed the hydrocarbon potential for the area. 
Phillips (1985) and Durrenberger (1986) performed geo
physical studies in the eastern San Juan Mountains. They 
reported the presence of Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary 
rocks beneath the volcanic rocks and determined the area to 
have potential for petroleum exploration.
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TECTONIC HISTORY

The tectonic history of west-central Colorado has a 
strong bearing on this study since the general concensus 
among authors is that the present regional structural frame
work has been heavily influenced by older tectonic features.

The Precambrian in west-central Colorado was a period 
characterized by intense and complex tectonic activity.
Tweto (1980a) has briefly summarized the main tectonic 

events of the Precambrian. These comprise two periods of 
intense folding, three periods of batholithic intrusion, 
three periods of localized sedimentation in deep tectonic 
troughs or rifts, and recurrent movement along faults and 
shear zones. Two major Precambrian fault systems have been 
recognized in Colorado (Baars and Stevenson, 1982). A domi
nant northwest-trending set of faults (the Olympic-Wichita 
lineament) that passes through the San Juan Mountains, and a 
subordinate northeast-trending fault set (the Colorado 
lineament) that includes the Colorado Mineral Belt (Fig. 2). 
These fault systems are believed to have established the 
structural fabric of Colorado and to have affected or con
trolled many younger tectonic events (Baars and Stevenson,
1982) .

An east-west trending trough, the Colorado sag, ex-
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Figure 2. Precambrian shear zones (from Baars and 
Stevenson, 1982).
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Figure 3. Paleogeographic setting of the early 
Paleozoic highlands in Colorado (from 
Berg, 1960)
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tended across central Colorado from late Cambrian to 
Mississippian time (Litsey, 1958). This structural low was 
bounded to the north by the Siouxia highland and to the 
south by the Sierra Grande highland (Fig. 3). Intermittent 
transgressions and regressions of epicontinental seas in the 
Colorado sag caused relatively uniform accumulations of 
clear water carbonate rocks and clean quartzose sandstones 
(Litsey, 1958). Because the study area was located on the 
northwestern flank of the Sierra Grande highland it may not 
have received some of these deposits. Periodic regional 
epeirogenic uplifts dominated the tectonic setting of the 
early and middle Paleozoic causing widespread unconformities 
in the Cambrian, Ordovician, Devonian, and Mississippian 
rock sequence (Tweto, 1980a).

Near the end of the Mississippian, orogenic activity 
was initiated with the emergence of the Ancestral Rocky 
Mountains. These consisted of three major highlands, the 
Uncompahgre-San Luis uplift, the Front Range uplift, and the 
Apishapa uplift (Fig. 4). These highlands underwent inter
mittent uplift throughout the Pennsylvanian and part of the 
Permian and furnished great volumes of clastic materials to 
adjacent basins (Litsey, 1958). The Colorado trough, a 
structural low trending north-northwest and extending from 
northeastern New Mexico into northwestern Colorado separated
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Figure 4. Late Paleozoic uplifts (from Litsey, 1958)
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the Uncompahgre-San Luis and the Front Range-Apishapa high

lands. A thick sequence of Pennsylvanian and Permian sedi
ments, mostly quartzose sands, muds, and red, arkosic allu
vial deposits, accumulated in the Colorado trough (Mallory, 
1960). Except for its northern extremity the San Luis basin 
was located on the San Luis highland. Because Mississippian 
and all older rocks were eroded from the late Paleozoic 
highlands no Paleozoic sediments are expected in the study 
area.

The late Paleozoic highlands continued to influence 
sedimentation into the early Mesozoic, though they were 
gradually reduced by erosion and eventually covered by sedi
ments. By the beginning of the Cretaceous period, a nearly 
planar erosion surface existed that was underlain partly by 
bodies of Precambrian rock beneath a thin cover of sedimen

tary rocks and partly by basins containing thousands of feet 
of sedimentary rocks (Tweto, 1975). During the late Jurassic 
and early Cretaceous, seas began trangressing over the 
western interior and, by late Cretaceous time, had expanded 
into southwestern Colorado. As much as 5,000 feet of marine 
sediments may have accumulated in the general area (Haun and 
Weimer, 1960). Late Cretaceous marine sedimentation ceased 
with the beginning of the Laramide orogeny at the end of the 
Cretaceous period.
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The Laramide orogeny is generally thought to have 
occurred between 80 and 40 m.y. ago. Orogenesis did not take 
place simultaneouly throughout Colorado but occurred as an 
orogenic front advancing northeastward (Tweto, 1975). The 
Laramide orogeny resulted in the creation of numerous basins 
and mountain ranges within the western North American fore
land (Fig. 5). In general, deformation in Colorado was char
acterized by large scale, asymmetrical, basement-cored, 
anticlinal uplifts. Deep erosion of the uplifts, and depo
sition of orogenic sediments as well as structural deforma
tion in adjacent basins also occurred. Overall, the loca
tion, orientation, and structural style of the Laramide 
uplifts and basins were strongly influenced by Precambrian 
and Late Paleozoic structural features (Knepper, 1976;
Tweto, 1975; Davis and Stoughton, 1979). Chapin and Gather 
(1983) proposed that the Laramide basement uplifts and ba 
sins of the Rocky Mountains formed as a result of horizontal 

stresses. They also postulate large-scale, right-lateral, 
strike-slip translation of the Colorado Plateau block to the 
north-northeast. In general, the forces ultimately responsi 
ble for Laramide deformation were related to the convergence 
between the North American and Farallon plates, and to 
increased seafloor spreading at the East Pacific rise.

The earliest Laramide deformation in southwestern
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(from Chapin and Gather, 1983).
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Colorado took place 72-70 Ma ago with rejuvenation of the 
late Paleozoic San Luis highland. Concurrently the Sawatch 
Range was uplifted to the north. The Uncompahgre uplift and 
San Luis dome became positive areas approximately 70-65 Ma 
ago. Sediments eroded off these uplifts were deposited in 
adjacent subsiding basins. The San Juan basin and the San 
Juan sag were formed at that time. The eastern flank of the 
rejuvenated San Luis highland was deformed in late Paleocene 
and early Eocene to form the incipient Sangre de Cristo 
Range (Tweto, 1975). This coincided with a shift in the axis 
of compressional stesses from east-northeast to about N 45 E 
which caused an episode of wrench faulting along the eastern 

margin of the Colorado Plateau (Chapin and Gather, 1983). A 
series of en-echelon basins were formed along the wrench 
fault zones in which coarse arkosic sediments of early 
Eocene age were deposited unconformably upon rocks ranging 
in age from Precambrian to Paleocene (Chapin and Gather,
1983). The San Luis basin is thought to represent one of 
these Eocene basins, although it was later subjected to 

rift-related tectonism and sedimentation.
A period of tectonic and magmatic quiescence followed 

the Laramide orogeny and permitted development of a wide
spread, low-relief surface of erosion throughout central and 
southern Colorado (Epis and Chapin, 1975). This surface
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truncated middle Eocene and older rocks and deeply beveled 
Precambrian rocks of the Laramide uplifts.

An intense period of plutonism and volcanism charac
terized Oligocene time in southwestern Colorado. By 30 Ma 
ago an extensive volcanic field had formed over much of the 
southern Rocky Mountains and adjacent areas. Volcanism began 
with the eruption of intermediate-composition lavas and 
breccias from scattered volcanoes. About 30 Ma ago major 
volcanic activity shifted to explosive ash-flow eruptions of 
quartz latite and low silica rhyolite from large calderas in 
the central and western areas of the volcanic field (Lipman, 
Steven, and Mehnert, 1970). Middle Tertiary volcanism re
flects the innermost expression of convergent plate tectonic 
interactions between the American and Farallon plates 
(Lipman and Mehnert, 1975).

Early in the Miocene the character of volcanism changed 
notably. Eruptions of basalt and high-silica alkali rhyolite 
occurred intermittently through the Miocene and Pliocene 
(Lipman, Steven, and Mehnert, 1970). This change in compo
sition of the volcanics coincided with the beginning of 
extensional tectonics and the development of the Rio Grande 
rift. This period is characterized by block faulting and 
creation of deep graben basins which received thick se
quences of upper Cenozoic sediments. Regional uplift of the
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southern Rocky Mountains accompanied and followed Rio Grande 
block faulting. The Sangre de Cristo Range was once again 
uplifted as a horst block in Pliocene to Pleistocene time 
(Knepper, 1976). Minor rift-related faulting and regional 
uplift continue to the present.
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GEOLOGIC DATA

Surface Geology

A 1:24,000-scale, surface geologic map of the study 
area was assembled during the summer of 1986 (Plate 7). The 
area mapped comprises approximately 46 square miles in Rio 
Grande County, south-central Colorado, including sections of 
T 3 8 - 3 9 N ,  R 6 - 7 E  (Fig. 6). The area mapped was included 
in a 1:48,000-scale geologic map compiled by Lipman (1976). 
The surface geologic work for this thesis consisted primari
ly of detailed mapping of small surface structures.

The geologic formations mapped are mostly volcanic 
rock units of the San Juan volcanic field. Descriptions of 
these units have been summarized from extensive petrologic 
work by Atwood and Mather (1932), Cross and Larsen (1935), 
Cross (1956), Lipman and Mehnert (1975), Lipman (1976), 
Steven, Mehnert, and Obradovich (1967), and Steven (1976). 
The ages of the volcanic rocks were obtained from K-Ar 
dating carried out by Lipman, Steven, and Mehnert (1970). 
From oldest to youngest the rock units mapped are: Conejos 

Formation, Masonic Park Tuff, Fish Canyon Tuff, Carpenter 
Ridge Tuff, Hinsdale Formation, older fan deposits, and 
Quaternary alluvium.

The Conejos Formation consists of two units, the vent
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facies and the volcaniclastic facies. The vent facies is 
composed principally of intermediate-composition lavas and 

breccias, mainly aphanitic to porphyritic andésite, 
rhyodacite, and mafic quartz latite. These rocks were erup
ted from numerous volcanoes scattered throughout the San 
Juan volcanic field in the Oligocene (35 to 31.1 Ma). The 
volcaniclastic facies accumulated in clastic aprons on the 
flanks of, and between, penecontemporaneous stratovolcanoes. 
The volcaniclastics consist mostly of reworked materials 
derived from the vent facies rocks and deposited as bedded 
conglomerates, sandstones, and mudflow breccias. The maximum 
thickness of the Conejos Formation is 5,100 feet (Lipman, 
1976). Even though the Conejos Formation is a complex unit 
it contains sedimentary and volcanic sequences that may be 
good reflectors for the seismic data.

Overlying the Conejos Formation are a series of wide
spread quartz latitic and rhyolitic ash-flow sheets that 
were erupted from large calderas of the San Juan volcanic 
field. The Masonic Park Tuff is the oldest of these sheets 
in the study area with a K-Ar age of 28.2 Ma. It is a non
welded to moderately-welded, gray to yellow-brown, quartz 
latitic, ash-flow tuff containing 40-50 percent phenocrysts, 
mainly plagioclase, biotite, and augite, and 5 percent of 
small, andesitic lithic fragments. It was erupted from the
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Mount Hope caldera, 32 miles west of the study area. Maxi
mum thickness for this formation is 200 feet (Lipman, 1976). 
Overlying the Masonic Park Tuff is the Fish Canyon Tuff with 

a K-Ar age of 27.8 Ma. It is a non-welded to densely-welded, 
light gray to red-brown, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff containing 
35-50 percent phenocrysts, mainly plagioclase, sanidine, 
biotite, and hornblende, and accessory sphene. It was erup
ted from the La Garita caldera, 36 miles northwest of the 
study area. Maximum thickness for this formation is 330 
feet (Lipman, 1976). The youngest ash-flow sheet in the 

study area is the Carpenter Ridge Tuff. This formation has 
not been dated but its age has been bracketed at 27.5 Ma by 
K-Ar age determinations in underlying and overlying forma
tions. It is a non-welded to densely-welded, light-gray to 
red-brown, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff containing 2-3 percent 
phenocrysts, mainly plagioclase, sanidine, and biotite. It 
contains a conspicuous central zone characterized by round 
or elliptical gas cavities averaging 2 inches in diameter. 
This tuff was erupted from the Bachelor caldera, 42 miles 
northwest of the study area. Its maximum thickness is 250 
feet (Lipman, 1976).

Overlying the Carpenter Ridge Tuff is the Hinsdale 
Formation which represents a period of bimodal volcanism 
(basaltic lavas and associated high-silica alkali rhyolite)
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erupted intermittently throughout the Miocene and Pliocene. 
In the study area the Hinsdale Formation is present only as 
scattered erosional remnants capping ridges and mesas. It 
consists of fine-grained lava flows of silicic alkali- 
olivine basalt and basaltic andésite.

Several topographically conspicuous alluvial-fan de
posits were mapped in the study area. These alluvial-fans 
are of uncertain age but are believed by Lipman (1976) to 
have been deposited in the Pliocene and/or Pleistocene. They 
are concentrated in the eastern portion of the study area, 
although locally they overlie the Hinsdale Formation, 
Carpenter Ridge Tuff, Fish Canyon Tuff, and Masonic Park 
Tuff.

Surficial deposits were mapped collectively as 
Quaternary alluvium. This unit consists of silt, sand, gra
vel, and peaty materials in valley bottoms, poorly sorted 
materials on slopes, and minor alluvial deposits.

Since the main objective of this study was to provide 
an overall understanding of the structural framework of the 
study area, emphasis during field mapping was placed on 
delineating surface structures (Plate 7). Zones of higher 
welding within the Carpenter Ridge Tuff provided the most 
appropriate horizons along which strike and dip measurements 
could be made. The other units lacked observable bedding
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planes. In general the volcanic rock sequence dips north- 
northeast , towards the San Luis basin, at an average of 4 
degrees (range 2 to 7 degrees). In places the Carpenter 
Ridge Tuff displayed a gentle fold morphology, which was 
expressed by local dip reversals. These folds are inter
preted to reflect preserved topography in the underlying 
units rather than structural deformation. The latter is 
based on stratigraphie observations done in the field, 
mainly the fact that the Conejos Formation was observed in 
depositional contact with the Fish Canyon Tuff (i.e. without 
the intervening Masonic Park Tuff).

The study area is traversed by numerous northwest- 
trending high-angle normal faults. Most of these faults are 
manifested by vertical displacement in the Carpenter Ridge 
Tuff. Faults were also mapped where various units were 
truncated, although this was not always a reliable crite
rion due to the effects of pre-depositional topography in 
the section. Calcite veining was observed along one of the 
more prominent faults. Throw on faults ranged from 20 feet 

to an estimated 200 feet with relative displacement being 
either down to the northeast or southwest, the latter being 
more dominant in the smaller scale faults. Rotational move
ment of blocks is evidenced by changes in the dip of the 
Carpenter Ridge Tuff across faults which strongly indicate
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listric geometries for the surface faults. The older 
Quaternary alluvial-fans are faulted in the eastern portion 
of the study area but not in the western part. This may 
imply that surface faulting becomes older toward the south
west.

Subsurface Geology

The subsurface stratigraphy of the western San Luis 
basin has been discussed by Burroughs (1981) and Santiago 
(1983). The stratigraphy of the central San Juan sag has 
been described by Phillips (1985), Gries (1985), and 
Durrenberger (1986). Based on these works and available well 
log data, stratigraphie columns have been compiled for the 
western San Luis basin and eastern San Juan Mountains (Fig. 
7). A description of the subsurface stratigraphy in the 
study area and surroundings is presented in this section. 
Induction electrical logs from four wells located in the 
vicinity of the study area were combined into an east-west, 
structural cross-section (Fig. 8) and a restored, late 
Eocene, structural cross-section (Fig. 9). These cross sec

tions are discussed in more detail later in this thesis.
The Tenneco No. 1-B state well (Sec 14, T 4 1 N ,  R 7 E) 

is located in the western San Luis basin, 12 miles northeast 
of the study area. Sample information was obtained through
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Figure 7. Generalized stratigraphie columns for the
western San Luis basin and eastern San Juan 
volcanic field.
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personal communication with John Calvert of Amoco 
Production, Denver. The Precambrian basement was penetrated 
at a depth of 9,920 feet. A 2,130-ft-thick sequence of 
maroon-colored mudstone with interbedded sandstone,clay- 
stone, and arkose unconformably ovelies the Precambrian 

basement. Santiago (1983) interprets this sedimentary se
quence as Permo-Pennsylvanian rocks of the Sangre de Cristo 
and Maroon Formations. Burroughs (1981) interprets the same 
sequence as the Eocene Vallejo Formation. Upson (1941) first 
named and described the Vallejo Formation in the Culebra re
entrant (Fig. 1), southeastern San Luis basin, as a se
quence of red-colored, fluvial clays, sands, and gravels 
underlying Tertiary volcanic rocks. Based on stratigraphie 
correlations east and west of the Tenneco well, and the fact 
that the southern San Luis basin was a source of sediments 
during late Paleozoic time, the red beds are interpreted as 
an Eocene sedimentary sequence deposited in grabens during 
the late Laramide orogeny.

Overlying the Eocene sedimentary rocks is a 5,255-ft- 
thick sequence of volcaniclastic rocks that correlates with 
the Conejos Formation whose upper boundary is placed at the 
base of the Fish Canyon Tuff. The Masonic Park Tuff is 
absent indicating that it thins rapidly to the northeast.
The Carpenter Ridge Tuff is encountered at 2,070 feet depth
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and has a thickness of 80 feet. The Fish Canyon and 
Carpenter Ridge Tuffs are at the base of, and interbedded 
with, a sequence of fluvial sandy gravels and poorly indu
rated volcaniclastic sandstones whose upper boundary is at 
430 feet depth. This sequence is interpreted as the Los 
Pinos Formation and may be correlated with the older allu
vial fans cropping out in the study area. Lipman and Mehnert 
(1975) describe the Los Pinos Formation as an eastward- 
thickening alluvial wedge developed by coalescing alluvial 
fans along the eastern flank of the San Juan Mountains and 
accumulated concurrently with the eastward tilting of the 
San Juan volcanic sequence in early Miocene time. The upper 
430 feet of sediments is a fairly uniform conglomerate 
sequence. This may represent local channel fill of the 
Quaternary Alamosa Formation.

In November, 1986, the Waggoner-Baldridge No. 1 San 
Francisco Creek well was drilled in the study area, approxi
mately 3.5 miles northwest of the western terminus of the 
seismic line (Sec 19, T 39 N, R 6 E). This well drilled 
through 4,950 feet of volcaniclastic rocks of the Conejos 
Formation. Before reaching the Precambrian basement at 5,770 
feet it encountered an 820-feet sequence of red beds contain
ing a rhyolitic intrusion in its lower portion. These beds 
are herein correlated with the Eocene sedimentary sequence
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of the Tenneco No. 1-B well.
Several wells have been drilled in the eastern San Juan 

Mountains between Del Norte and South Fork, Colorado. Two 
well logs from the area have been used in this study, the 
Waggoner-Baldridge Shelley No. 1-10 (Sec 10, T 40 N, R 5 E) 
and the Milestone No. 1 AFM (Sec 20, T 40 N, R 5 E). Both 
wells encountered a thick section of Mesozoic sediments 
underlying 3,000 to 5,000 feet of Tertiary volcanic rocks of 
the Conejos Formation. Approximately 100 feet of Jurassic 
Junction Creek Formation overlie the Precambrian basement. 
The Junction Creek is composed of massive to cross-bedded, 
well-sorted, fine- to medium-grained, quartzose sandstone 
with thin mudstone and shale partings. About 300 feet of the 
Jurassic Morrison Formation overlie the Junction Creek 
Formation. It is composed mainly of variegated bentontic 
claystone and siltstone containing lenses of conglomeratic 
sandstone. The Morrison Formation is overlain by 180 feet of 
Cretaceous Dakota Group which contains a lower fluvial sand
stone, a middle carbonaceous shale, and an upper marine 
sandstone. The Dakota marine sandstone grades upward into a 
2,000—ft-thick sequence of marine shales, limestones, and 
sandstones of the Cretaceous Mancos Group. Several members 
of the Mancos Group are present, including the Graneros 
Shale, Greenhorn Limestone, Carlile Shale, Codell Sandstone,
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Niobrara Chalks, and Mancos Shale, but their stratigraphy 

has not been resolved in detail. The Mancos Shale is over- 
lain by approximately 900 feet of late Cretaceous-early 
Paleocene deposits of the Las Animas Formation. This sedi
mentary sequence was deposited on the flanks of the rejuve
nated San Luis uplift during the early Laramide orogeny and 
is composed mainly of arkosic conglomerates. The Eocene 
Blanco Basin Formation disconformably overlies the Las 
Animas Formation. It is a fluvial sequence composed of 
conglomerates, sandstones, and silts which may correlate 
with the Eocene red beds of the San Luis basin.
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SEISMIC DATA

Seismic data acquisition

During the summer of 1986 approximately five miles of 
seismic reflection data were collected by students in the 
Colorado School of Mines summer geophysics field camp. The 
seismic line was shot along Limekiln road (Fig. 6). The line 
is approximately perpendicular to northwest-trending surface 

faults and was shot primarily on exposed Tertiary volcanic 
rocks. The line is relatively straight and has an elevation 
change of 500 feet over the five miles.

The data were acquired using two 13.5-ton, Litton model 
311, compressional-wave vibrators as the source. The acqui
sition parameters are summarized in Figure 10 and were 
chosen primarily based on seismic work done in the general 
area by Santiago (1983), Phillips (1985), and Durrenberger 

(1986). The line was shot off-end with near and far trace 
offsets of 0 and 5,280 feet, respectively. Vibrator points 
and receiver locations were located at every flag or station 
interval, providing 24-fold subsurface coverage. The source 
array, shown in Figure 11, was center weighted being 110 
feet in length and having a 55-foot spacing between vibra

tors. Either one or two vibrators were used depending on 
daily logistics.
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SEISMIC SURVEY ACQUISITION PARAMETERS

SPREAD TYPE SINGLE OFF-END
SOURCE ARRAY LENGTH 110 ft
SOURCE ARRAY SPACING 55 ft
SOURCE ARRAY TYPE CENTER WEIGHTED
RECEIVER ARRAY LENGTH 220 ft
NEAR-TRACE OFFSET 0 ft
FAR-TRACE OFFSET 5280 ft
SHOT INTERVAL 110 ft
FOLD 24
SWEEPS PER SHOT POINT 40
RECORD LENGTH 16 sec
SAMPLE RATE 4 ms
s w e Iep r a t e 5 1/8 Hz/sec
SWEEP TAPER 1/2 sec
SWEEP FREQUENCY 10 - 60 Hz

Figure 10. Summary of acquisition parameters.
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The receivers used were Geospace model 20 D geophones 
with a natural frequency of 10 Hz. The receiver array, 
shown in Figure 12, consisted of 12 geophones per group 
spread over 220 feet and 48 groups spaced at 110-foot inter
vals. In each group the geophones were placed approximately 
18 feet apart in a straight line parallel to the direction 
of the seismic line. This receiver array is thought by 
Durrenberger (1986) to implement filtering of ground roll 
while avoiding aliasing of the signal.

A Texas Instrument DFS-V, 48-channel, digital recording 
system was used to record the seismic data. The system 
sampled the incoming data at 4-millisecond intervals for a 
total of 4,000 samples for each channel. The notch filter 
and-low-cut filters were out. The high-cut filter was set at 
125 Hz. A roll-along switch was used to permit acquisition 
of data at several shot-point locations before it was neces
sary to move the recording truck. A synthetic sweep was 
created in the recording system and entered into one of the 
auxilliary channels to be used for cross-correlation. The 
field data consisted of 40 sweeps recorded individually for 
each shot point. Each sweep was a sinunsoid that increased 
from 10 to 60 Hz over a period of 12 seconds. The total 
record length was 16 seconds. The sweep rate was 5 1/2 
Hz/sec.
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Seismic data processing

Processing of the reflection seismic data was accom
plished using the processing facilities of Amoco Production 
Company in Denver. A Perkin-Elmer mainframe computer was 
used for the initial stages of data reduction and an IBM 370 
mainframe computer was used for all remaining steps. Figure 
13 illustrates the final flow diagram of the processing 
sequence applied to the seismic data.

Initially, data were demultiplexed which converted the 
raw seismic records from a 48-channel isotime format into a 
48-channel trace sequential format. The data were then 
cross-correlated with the source sweep which was 12 seconds 
long resulting in a 48-trace record that was 4 seconds long. 
Since the DFS-V recording system did not have the ability to 
sum the data in the field the 40 sweeps recorded individual
ly for each vibrator point had to be summed. Figure 14 
illustrates a typical seismic record after these processing 
steps.

In order to run all subsequent programs the shot point 
latitude, longitude, and elevations were merged with the 
trace headers. Following this, the data were converted from 
shot-point format to common-depth-point (CDP) format. Since 
the data are 24 fold, except at the beginning and end of the 
line, 24 traces were combined having a common CDP. This has
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FINAL PROCESSING FLOW
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COMBINE HEADER INFORMATION WITH FIELD R E C O R D S  
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Figure 13. Final processing flow chart.
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the effect of improving signal-to-noise ratio.
The velocity analysis phase was performed in order to 

pick normal moveout velocities. It consisted of supplying a 
constant velocity to a group of 15 CDPs at intervals of 25 
CDPs throughout the length of the seismic line. Constant 
velocity values were applied at increments of 1,000 feet/sec 
starting at 5,000 feet/sec and ending at 16,000 feet/sec.
The resulting constant velocity panels were plotted and the 
velocities picked by eye where the reflectors stacked the 
best. Figure 15 depicts one of these panels and the selec
ted velocity function. Subsequently, all velocity functions 
were plotted to produce a stacking velocity profile (Plate 

1) •
- Two filters were applied to the data. First, spectral 

whitening was done to flatten the frequency spectrum within 
the range of sweep frequencies (10-55 Hz). Secondly, the 

data were bandpass filtered at 10-15-40-45 Hz. The latter 
filter included the frequencies in which the seismic data 
were best enhanced. Figure 16 shows filter tests over dif
ferent bandwidths.

Refractions were removed by hand-picked muting. Only 
elevation statics were applied. Refraction statics could not 
be calculated because the spread was off-end. Finally the 
data were stacked, gained and plotted (Fig. 17). The seismic
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line was also migrated (Fig. .18) , and a time-to-depth con
version was performed (Fig. 19).

Seismic data interpretation

Overall the seismic data are of moderate quality when 
compared with other seismic reflection surveys conducted in 
the general area (Bond, 1981; Santiago, 1983 ; recent pro
prietary commercial data, 1986). The data are very similar 
to Santiago's seismic line no.1 (Fig. 20) and correlations 
can be made easily. The southwestern portion of this thesis 
seismic line is seismicaly transparent, containing few or 
no reflections. Plates 4, 5, and 6 display the depth sec
tion, final unmigrated section, and migrated section respec
tively. The migrated section is the most useful for struc

tural interpretations.
A reasonably continuous reflector first appears in SP 

1152 at approximately .3 sec (a-a', Fig. 17). This event 
dips gently (5-10 degrees) and uniformly to the east-north- 
east, toward the San Luis basin, along the section. Given 
known thicknesses of the volcanic units in the area, this 
reflector is interpreted to represent the base of the 
Oligocene ash-flow tuff sequence. The discontinuous nature 
of this reflector may indicate the extension of surface 
faulting to depth. However, the surface faulting in this
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area has relatively small displacements which are be diffi
cult to resolve in the seismic data.

A package of strong reflections is encountered between 
SP 1172 and SP 1156 at approximately 1 sec (b-b', Fig. 17). 
These reflections also dip toward the San Luis basin and are 
interpreted as a unit of clastic rocks within the Oligocene 
Conejos Formation and possibly correlate with a sequence of 
bedded conglomerates encountered in the Tenneco well. Dis
tinct offset of reflections within the package strongly 
indicates faulting at this level. The sense of relative 
displacement observed within this set of reflections does 
not correlate with the relative displacement of the faults 
mapped at the surface, and suggests that they represent two 
separate sets of faults. A more variable and discontinuous 
package of reflections is present at approximately 1.6 sec 
throughout the section (c-c', Fig. 17). These events are 
interpreted as a unit of sedimentary rocks overlying the 
Precambrian basement. From this interpretation it is estab
lished that basement is located at depths ranging from 9,000 
to 11,000 feet in the eastern portion of the line. This does 
not agree with Santiago's estimate of basement depth at 
approximately 4,500 feet throughout most of his seismic 
line no. 1, but does agree with basement depths defined by 
Bond (1981) in the Shaw Warm Spring area just northwest of
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Santiago's study area. Santiago interprets a fault dropping 
the basement towards the San Luis basin by more than 4,000 

feet at the eastern edge of the section. A fault, which may 
correlate with Santiago's fault, is clearly observed at SP 
1072 (d. Fig. 17) where it displaces the basement by ap
proximately 1,000 feet (0.1 sec), down to the San Luis 
basin. From that point to the east, reflections at the 
basement level are relatively horizontal. To the west a dip 
to the west-southwest is observed. A similar feature was 
observed by Santiago (1983). Additional faulting at the 
basement level is evidenced by minor changes in the dip of 
the lower reflection package. The latter may also imply that 
fault-bounded blocks have undergone a certain amount of 
rotation. A well defined westward divergence between the 
upper (1 sec) and lower (1.6 sec) sets of reflectors might 
indicate the presence of an onlap relationship over an 

unconformity, or might indicate rotation of the upper re
flectors along listric normal faults that sole out above the 

lower set of reflectors. If the latter is the case, then the 
reflectors at 1 second would be cut by listric extensions of 
the upper faults shown in Figure 23, rather than by the 
lower faults. If an unconformity is present, it is possibly 
the late Eocene erosional surface described by Epis and 
Chapin (1975). The sense of relative displacement of the
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basement faults correlates well with the sense of relative 
displacement observed at the package of reflections centered 
around 1 second. This possibly indicates that basement 
faults extend into the volcanic layer at least to that 
level. If the latter is the case, then the relative dis
placements increase with depth which suggests that these 
faults have undergone recurrent movement.

The zones between the areas of data just described are 
generally characterized by a lack of continuous reflectors. 
In the unmigrated section an eastward, weak onlap seismic 
expression can be observed in these zones. This effect may 
be caused by real onlap of volcanic flows in this area.
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GRAVITY DATA

Regional Gravity Data

A portion of a regional Bouguer anomaly map (Fig. 21) 
compiled by Cordell (1978) is used here to describe the 
major gravity features in the San Luis basin and surrounding 
areas. The gravity data were reduced to the Bouguer gravity 
anomaly through standard USGS computer programs using a 
reduction density of 2.4 gr/cc. Terrain corrections were 
made for zones between .556 and 103.7 miles using digital 
terrain data. Contour interval is 5 milligals.

The main features of the Bouguer anomaly map are a 
system of parallel gravity highs and lows in the San Luis 
basin north of Alamosa, a gravity high south of Alamosa over 
the San Luis Hills, a regional gravity high over the Sangre 

de Cristo Range, and a regional gravity low west of the San 
Luis basin.

Whithin the San Luis basin, north of Alamosa, the 
gravity data are dominated by a series of parallel, closed 
gravity minima and maxima. Along the eastern edge of the San 
Luis basin a major gravity low extends from the northern 
terminus of the basin to the New Mexico state border. It is 
about 60 miles long and 5 to 10 miles wide. This anomaly is 
interpreted by Gaca (1965) to reflect a deep, sediment-
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106 °

Figure 21. Regional Bouguer gravity map, C.I.: 5 
milligals (from Cordell, 1978).
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filled graben with depths to the Precambrian basement 
ranging between 16,000 and 32,000 feet. To the east of this 
gravity low there is a regional gravity high which reflects 
the uplifted Precambrian rocks of the Sangre de Cristo 
Range. This range is bounded on the west by a steep fault 
which is represented by a pronounced steepening of the 
gravity contours.

In the center of the San Luis basin is a distinct 
gravity high which forms a north-south linear belt, 4 to 12 
miles wide, that extends from northeast of Saguache to near 
Alamosa. This anomaly is interpreted by Gaca (1965) to 
indicate the presence of a horst of Precambrian rock buried 
and surrounded by sedimentary basin fill. Depth to the 
basement ranges between 5,000 feet north of Alamosa to less 
than 600 feet east of Saguache. This anomaly is flanked on 
the west by a second, less pronounced, gravity low. Again, 
this can be interpreted as a sediment-filled graben. Gaca 
(1965) calculates a maximum depth to the Precambrian base
ment in the western graben of 11,000 feet.

A third major gravity high extends from south of 
Alamosa into New Mexico. Gaca (1965) interprets this anomaly 
to be the result of a combination of a density contrast 
between the andesitic volcanic rocks of the San Luis Hills 
and surrounding basin fill, and a possible uplift in the
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Precambrian basement.
To the west of the San Luis basin there is a regional 

gravity low with dimensions of approximately 62 by 93 miles, 
which nearly coincides with the distribution of volcanic 
rocks of the San Juan Mountains. The magnitude of this 
anomaly cannot be explained solely based on the composition 
and thicknesess of the volcanic rock and the density con
trast between them and the surrounding near surface rocks. 

Plouff and Paskiser (1972) interpret this negative anomaly 
as a low-density igneous complex consisting of numerous 
coalescing calderas underlain by a shallow, low-density 
batholith. Gries (1985) uses the same anomaly to outline a 
Laramide basin (San Juan sag) concealed beneath the volcanic 
rocks. The presence of a thick sequence of Mesozoic and 
Tertiary sedimentary rocks underlying the volcanic rocks has 
been confirmed through drilling. Therefore, it is possible 
that the regional gravity low is the result of both: a low- 
density igneous complex and low-density sedimentary rocks 

underlying it.
The study area is located in a broad gravity low corre

sponding to the western graben of the San Luis basin (Monte 
Vista graben). The western boundary of this graben is not 
defined by the gravity data due to the presence of the 
regional gravity low in the San Juan Mountains. The latter
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tends to conceal any local structures. The broadly spaced 
contours indicate that dip-slip faulting is not as prominent 
in the western side of the basin as it is in the eastern 

side.

Local Gravity Data

Gravity measurements were taken at 220-foot intervals 

along the seismic line (Fig. 6). The data were reduced by 
hand to Bouguer gravity anomaly. Latitude, free air, and 
mass corrections were done using a density of 2.67 gr/cc. 
Terrain corrections from 178 to 8,578 feet were calculated 
for several stations along the line. Results ranged between 
.23 and .05 milligals. Overall terrain corrections are not 
considered to have noticeable effect on the data and are 
therefore ignored. A three-point smoothing filter was ap
plied to the data.

In general the Bouguer gravity decreases from southwest 
to northeast. The data are interpreted to reflect structural 
features. Faults are evident from abrupt changes in the 
slope of the gravity profile. Anomalies are on the order of 
1 milligal. A higher-density mafic dike is interpreted to 
cause the sudden increase in the gravity between stations 
113 0 and 1124 (Fig. 22). The overall eastward increase in 
gravity begining at station 1063 may reflect surface
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faulting.
An inversion was performed on the gravity data in order 

to estimate relief at the basement level. The data were 
converted to depth using a density contrast between the 
volcanic-sediment package and the basement of -.30 gr/cc. 

This was done using a program called ZING (2-dimensional 
gravity profile inversion program) that was prepared by 
Crewdson in 1976. The program assumes that the Bouguer 
gravity anomaly is caused by a density contrast between an 
upper and lower layer (two-layer model). The reader is 
refered to Tanner (1967) and Morris and Sultzbach (1967) for 

the mathematical concepts involved in the program. The in
version shows approximately 2,000 feet of relief on the 
western half of the seismic line. Three major faults are 
indicated at stations 1208, 1178, and 1130 respectively. 
Figure 22 displays the smoothed gravity profile, inversion, 
and interpretation.
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INTEGRATED INTERPRETATION

By combining seismic, gravity, and well-log data with 
surface geologic work, an interpretation of the structure 
and subsurface stratigraphy of the study area was possible 
(Fig. 23, Plate 6). Beacause of distortions produced from 
reducing seismic data the reader is refered to Plate 6 for a 
more accurate visualization of the seismic features and 
interpretation. No single source of data, by itself, was 
sufficient to determine the overall geology of the study 
area.

Information about the subsurface stratigraphy was pri
marily obtained from correlations using well data from near
by areas. Figure 8 displays a present day structural cross- 
section. A section of arkosic red beds overlies the 
Precambrian basement and is represented in the seismic data 
by a package of discontinuous reflections at about 1.6 
seconds. Even though the age of these sedimentary rocks is 
unknown, their age is inferred on the basis of stratigraphie 
relations. The red bed sequence overlying the Precambrian 
basement in the western San Luis basin can be correlated 
with rocks to the west that overlie the Paleocene Las Animas 
Formation. The red beds are characterized by an absence of 
volcanic detritus (Robbie Gries, personal communication,
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1986) suggesting that deposition predated the major period 
of volcanism that is represented by the Oligocene Conejos 
Formation and younger volcanics rocks. Therefore the age of 
the red beds can be bracketed between Paleocene and 
Oligocene. Thinning of the section over basement highs indi
cates that faulting took place during red bed deposition. 
This period of deformation is believed to be related to late 
Laramide, wrench tectonism discussed by Chapin and Gather 
(1983) which caused the formation of the San Luis basin. At 
that time, grabens forming in the study area controlled the 
deposition of arkosic sediments. Figure 9 is a reconstruc
tion of structure at the end of the Eocene.

The absence of Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks 
from the study area reflects an earlier history of uplift 
and erosion. In the late Paleozoic, all of the current San 
Luis basin area except the northern terminus, was located on 
the San Luis uplift. This highland supplied the sediments of 
the Pennsylvanian Minturn and Permo-Pennsylvanian Sangre de 
Cristo Formations. The red beds in the study area have been 
previously interpreted to represent these formations 
(Santiago, 1983 ; Phillips, 1985; Gries, 1985a). During the 
early Laramide orogeny the late Paleozoic highland was again 
uplifted. A few miles to the west of the study area Mesozoic 
sedimentary rocks were preserved in a foreland basin now
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termed the San Juan sag. The Laramide highland supplied 
arkosic sediments from the Precambrian rocks to the 
Paleocene Las Animas Formation which was deposited uncon- 
formably on the San Juan sag. Gries (1985b) extended the 
eastern boundary of the San Juan sag into the San Luis basin 
through the study area. Since then, Gries (personal communi
cation, 1987) has revised her interpretation and now agrees 
that the study area does not contain either Paleozoic or 
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks. Two important boundaries are 
therefore redefined in this study: the western margin of the 
Laramide San Luis uplift and the eastern margin of the San 
Juan sag. Both margins are interpreted to be located within 
the study area with the largest vertical displacements sit
uated on the western side (Fig. 8).

The present day structural framework of the study area 
is characterized by two separate sets of faults. One set is 
observable at the surface and consists of numerous north- 
west-trending, high-angle, normal faults. The orientation of 
these faults (northwest) is characteristic of the 
Precambrian Olympic-Wichita Lineament and faults related to 
the late Paleozoic and Laramide San Luis uplifts. Because 
the vertical displacements of these faults are relatively 
small (20-200 feet) they do not show well in the seismic 
data. The depth to which the faults extend cannot be deter
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mined primarily due to a lack of continuous reflections in 
the shallower zones. The Conejos Formation is a complex and 
inhomogeneous unit which may provide the conditions for 
surface faults to die out within it. Therefore, surface 
faults are interpreted to die out at an approximate depth of 
3,500 feet along the set of reflections centered around 1 
second. However, the eastern dip of the reflections at 1 
second may represent block rotations on listric normal 

faults, suggesting that the upper faults are listric growth 
faults that sole out below the 3,500 feet level and above 
the Eocene beds (which are not tilted). The reflections at 1 
second possibly represent a sequence of bedded conglomer
ates. West-dipping surface faults may be antithetic domino- 
style faults, or may reflect controls on extensional defor

mation imposed from pre-existing Laramide faults. The timing 
of faulting extended into the late Cenozoic as some faults 
are observed cutting Pliocene to Pleistocene alluvial fans. 
Based on the style and age of faulting, this set of faults 
is believed to have formed as a result of extensional 
tectonics associated with the development of the Rio Grande 
rift.

A second set of faults penetrates the Precambrian base
ment and displays a horst-and-graben topography. In the 
eastern two-thirds of the seismic line, these faults are
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evident from breaks and slight dip changes in the reflec

tions from the Eocene red beds. Since the seismic data is 
seismically transparent in the western third of the line, 
the faults interpreted in that portion of the line are based 
only on the gravity data. Modeling of the gravity data 
indicates almost 2,000 feet of relief on the contact between 
the Precambrian basement and overlying sedimentary and vol
canic rocks. By varying parameters in the inversion model 
different fault displacements may be obtained, therefore 
faults inferred exclusively from gravity data may have dif
ferent total vertical displacement. The lower set of faults 
may extend into the volcanic layer to a depth at least 3,500 
feet where the reflections at 1 second are offset. However, 
offsets within these reflections may have occurred on the 
upper set of faults. Displacements are smaller at this level 
which suggests recurrent movement along the faults. This set 

of faults is believed to have developed during a late pulse 
of the Laramide orogeny.

The data presented in this thesis supports Chapin and 
Gather (1983) ideas of a period of deformation ocurring late 
in the Laramide orogeny but not does present concrete evi
dence for this period being characterized by wrench deforma
tion. Early Laramide deformation was followed by a time of 
tectonic quiescense that resulted in development of an e-
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rosional surface represented by the present upper contact of 
the Eocene red beds. Faults were reactivated during the 
Oligocene as a result of an early phase of rifting. The 
latter is evidenced by the increasing displacement with 
depth along the faults. Basement faults may not be connected 
with the younger surface faults. This is inferred primarily 
from the fact that the sense of relative displacements and 
locations of the faults do not correlate. Also the zone 
above 1 second in the seismic data contains very poor data 
which prevent reliable interpretations at that level.

In summary, the structural and stratigraphie data pre
sented in this thesis reflect at least three periods of 
deformation in and around the study area: 1) a period of 
graben formation during the Laramide orogeny in the Eocene, 
2) reactivation of Laramide faults during an early phase of 
rifting, and 3) development of surface listric faults as a 
result of continuing extensional tectonics in the region.
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CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions drawn from this study are:

1. Two separate sets of faults are identified in the study 
area. A set of north-trending, high-angle, normal faults 
that crop out at the surface extend to an estimated depth 
of at least 3,500 feet. Displacements range between 2 0 
and 200 feet at the surface. A second set of faults are 
basement-controlled and extend from an estimated depth of 
greater than 3,500 feet into the Precambrian basement. 
Displacements range between 500 and 1,000 feet at the 
basement level but decrease at shallower depths indi
cating that basement faults have undergone recurrent 
movement.

2. Approximate depth to the Precambrian basement ranges 

from 8,500 to 12,000 feet along the profile of the 
seismic line.

3. A sequence of arkosic red beds of Eocene age overlies 
the Precambrian basement. Thinning of these sedimentary 
rocks occurs over basement highs. These sedimentary rocks 
are interpreted to have been deposited during and imme
diately after the time of Laramide graben formation.

4. Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks are absent in 
the study area.
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5. The.western margin of the Laramide San Luis highland and 
the eastern margin of the San Juan sag are located within 
the western side of the study area.

6. The structural data presented in this study reflects at
least three periods of deformation:

(1) a period of graben formation during the Eocene 
in response to a late pulse of the Laramide 
orogeny.

(2) reactivation of Laramide faults during the 
Oligocene in response to an early phase of 
rifting.

(3) a period of extensional deformation during 
the Neogene.

The main evidence for these 3 periods of deformation is:
(1) thickening of Eocene red beds across normal

faults.
(2) recurrent movement along basement faults 

which presently cut through the Conejos 
Formation.

(3) surface displacements.
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